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OUR MISSION

- Build an undergraduate economics community at BU
- Develop students’ interest in economics
  - Spark discussions
  - Bring interesting guests
Raymond Fisman, Boston University

Costas Lapavitsas, University of London

Eugene Stanley, Boston University

Tim Simcoe, Questrom - Boston University

Andy Wu, Harvard Business School
RECRUITING EVENTS AND PANELS

BU Economics Alumni Panel

Google!
OUR ACTIVITIES

- Bi-weekly Economics Discussion Series
- Lecture talks from faculty members
- Internship and job opportunities
- Alumni Panel
- Fed Challenge
- UEA’s Case Competition
- Movies with the UEA
- Co-sponsored events with other clubs
ECONOMIC DISCUSSIONS SERIES

- Most active way you can be involved with the organization
- Stay updated with the world economy
- Shift from lecture-style to discussion-based sessions
- Interested in hearing from you! Send us your suggestions on topics to talk about (uea@bu.edu)
- Next EDS (9/26):
  - Article: “Juuling is popular - perhaps too much so” from The Economist
  - Come join us to talk about potential taxation impacts, Juul’s increasing market share, and more!
GUEST LECTURERS

- Professors, grad students, people from varying economic backgrounds
- Gain a new perspective on different jobs that you can pursue after graduation
- Potential panel events where you can ask specific questions
- Become more familiar with what people are researching
- Networking opportunity
THE FED CHALLENGE

▶ National, intercollegiate competition on monetary policy
▶ Teams act as either
  ▶ Advisors to FOMC (Federal Open Market Committee)
  ▶ FOMC members - analyze the current market condition (inflation, labor market, GDP, etc) and propose monetary policy actions
▶ 30-minute presentations - usually first 15 minutes analyze the economic condition and the latter 15 minutes are the policy proposal.
  ▶ Open-ended, data-dependent, and real-time
INTERNSHIPS, GRANTS, JOBS

- Horizons Fellowship
- Environment America
- Goldman Sachs
  - Deadline: December 2018
- PwC Management Consulting
- Moody’s Corporate Internship
WE ARE PEER MENTORS

Luis Enrique Moya Cánovas: lemoya@bu.edu
Ann Fu: afu@bu.edu
Alp Kuleli: kuleli@bu.edu
Jessie Wang: wangje@bu.edu
Shreya Gupta: shreyag@bu.edu
Aron Malatinszky: aronm@bu.edu
FOLLOW US!

@buuea

http://sites.bu.edu/uea/

uea@bu.edu